Here is the one and only number one world super power patronizing all other nations assembled below. The tower occupies the closest possible location to the three main UN buildings in Vienna. Not only the roof cabin but the entire nose (‘hammer head’) are in a class A position, e.g., to exfiltrate data from bugged offices down below at the UN.
No Such Agency on floors 35 to 37 says the display. Well, the owners apparently tried to fit in at least a few of the 50 stars on floor 35 but could not manage the stripes. Floor 34 was last occupied by US pharma company Baxter, they moved to the new and higher DC tower in close neighbourhood. The Austrian Power Grid offices had been on the floors currently housing the interim ÖBB railway offices but decided to move 10 floors down.
Others have left the top floors of IZD-Tower as well, mainly because their mobile phones would not work properly. Residents of buildings nearby reported regular radio disturbances closing down all services from GSM 900 to wireless broadband on 2+ GHz bands in a row. Sometimes even FM radio stations down the spectrum on 100 MHz were nixed by wideband jamming, causes are yet unclear.
First indications of an enlargement of this station - apparently the Vienna homebase of the NSA Special Collection Service - came in late 2013. In December a heavy duty helicopter lifted a brand new cooling system onto the roof. The new Cofely machines weigh 15 tons, combined cooling power is 4.4 MW, 30 percent up compared to the old system.

https://vimeo.com/84207655
Another clear indication of ongoing enlargement of this SCS station is the ongoing adaptation of previously acquired floor 35. In June 2015 a member of the local Greens crashed the party of US construction company Michael Baker with a cam. Floor 35 was a mess of wiring, unidentified machinery on the move in.
These roof photos are both from 2014. The first image was apparently shot in June 2014. There is only one stocked 400 MHz dipole set on top of the steel construction which is part of the US-controlled roof area. Next to it a much smaller antenna, could be a slim UHF discone broadband antenna. The stick to right seems to be some sort of VHF/UHF groundplane type. The data link dish pointing to an unknown ground location northeast of the tower is different to the 2015 images shown in part I.
By August 2014 that scenario changed. There is now a pair of 4x stocked dipoles, the other two UHF antennas are gone. This indicates that the relay station of the main voicecomms system for US CSS etc. should handle more users than before. The smaller red and white mast for civil cellular communications is on top of the closest United Nations building. Distance to Uncle Sam's cabin should be no more than 60 meters. Below the bigger mast is the shiny blue cooling machine.
To be continued shortly …